
Lely Astronaut

With automatic milking you will have 

more time to look after the needs of 

your cows.

Imagine how your farm would operate 

at its best. What’s important to you and 

your farm?

Whether you are milking 

conventionally or automatically, there 

are five rules you must keep in mind 

when it comes to profitable milking.

08 2206 Structured routines 
for better farming

Build your own  
Lely Astronaut

The five rules for 
profitable milking

www.lely.com

The new milestone 
in milking



“The Lely milking robots 

really changed our lives. Both 

our comfort at work and our 

productivity have increased.”

Imagine having more time to focus on the areas where you see 
the greatest opportunities and then imagine the job satisfaction 
when you are doing a job well and improving efficiency.
Perhaps grassland management is what interests you. Or you 
enjoy the breeding side of herd management, from selecting 
sires and identifying cows in heat through to managing dry 
cows and calving. 

Some producers like nothing more than adjusting cow rations 
and optimising their herd’s feed conversion efficiency. Or will 
your family appreciate more attention? Having the flexibility to 
target labour – be it yours or that of farm staff – where it will be 
put to best use and add the most value is key!

Imagine a way of farming that you will be proud of.

Make the difference
Franck Pérodin
Liffré, France
“Before, we were in a 2 x 10 herringbone milking 
parlour and milking twice a day, once in the 
morning and once in the evening. Our days 
were clocked by milking. We switched to robotic 
milking because of a lack of manpower and 
because milking became a physical chore. ”
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Designed to suit the needs  
of cows and farmers

The new milestone in milking
The Lely Astronaut A5 is the new milestone in milking. It’s an evolution that 
incorporates everything we have learned during the past 25 years since we invented 
automatic milking. We looked at cows and we listened to customers. We stuck to proven 
practices, but we also completely redesigned every bit of the system. The combination 
of the proven automatic milking principles and our focus on reliability, as well as 
ease of use and cost efficiency, has resulted in the most cow‑ and farmer‑friendly 
milking system.

The new milestone in cow comfort
It’s proven that cows thrive and perform really well in our free 
cow traffic system. Thanks to the I‑flow concept and the spacious 
cow box, cows feel comfortable. We improved cow comfort 
with the hybrid arm. It’s quieter, faster and more decisive. 
This increases visiting behaviour and robot performance and, 
therefore, the capacity of the robot.

• Attractive for cows: I‑flow with spacious cow box
• Cow comfort: decisive, precise and quiet arm movements 
• Udder health: tailored milking at quarter level

The new milestone in ease of use
The redesigned, intuitive user interface makes automatic 
milking easy to understand for everybody. It shows all relevant 
information in a cleverly designed overview and offers fast 
access to important functions. Milking a cow for the first time 
has never been easier. When designing the A5, our engineers 
were constantly aware that the system’s usability, accessibility 
and serviceability had to be of the highest level.

• Easy to operate: easy to learn, intuitive user interface
• Easy to maintain: excellent accessibility of all 

maintenance areas
•  Easy to do: first milking of fresh cows

The new milestone in return on investment
To realise a significantly lower cost per kilogramme of milk 
produced, we redesigned the complete system. A new hybrid 
arm is the result. With the power of air but without any air 
consumption. With a limited number of fast and decisive 
electrical movements, we have made the most energy efficient 
arm on the market. We invested in serviceability and high 
quality components.

• Reduced energy consumption: significant less power 
consumption with the hybrid arm

• Reduced service costs: designed for quick and easy 
maintenance using high quality parts

• Increased performance: faster and secure attachment 
with a larger reach

The new milestone in reliability
The more you can rely on the Astronaut the better you can make 
use of the saved hours and flexibility. To be outstanding in terms 
of reliability and uptime, we eliminated critical components and 
extended the lifetime of others. The worldwide test programme 
was the most intensive ever for automated milking, to ensure 
flawless operation under any circumstance. This Astronaut is 
built for peace of mind.

• Highest reliability: build to last, thoroughly tested
• Maximum uptime: flawless operation, reduced service time
• Proven performance: a ‘thought‑through’ system backed up 

by experts
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Automated milking puts producers in control of the cost of milking. It’s a fixed cost – there are no 
variables, such as labour or breakdowns. It’s predictable and this is key to controlling costs and 
good financial planning.

The five rules  
of profitable milking

Why 
Astronaut 
users excel

2 Treat cows  
consistently

Cows are averse to change. 
Routine and predictability are key 
to consistent milking. 

• Allow each cow to develop 
a consistent routine 
and rhythm

• Offer consistent treatment 
at each milking 

• Cows benefit from 
lactation‑based milking 
intervals

3 Approach cows 
individually

Every cow and every one of her teats is 
unique and, therefore, they need to be 
treated individually.

• Safeguard udder health 
with tailored milking of 
each quarter 

• Advanced sensor technology 
enables quarter‑based 
pulsation 

• Automatically adapts 
milking and feeding to the 
cow's individual needs

4 Optimise  
cow health

Cow performance is optimised when 
cows are healthy, health requirements 
must be met.

• Hygienic milking due to 
brush cleaning and Pura 
steam cleaning

• Real‑time health reports 
show only cows that 
require attention

• Earlier treatments due to 
smart combination of milk 
and cow data

5 Handle milk  
with care

Milk is a valuable, but perishable, 
commodity and needs to be handled 
with care to maintain its quality.

• Avoid milk losses 
while milking

• Advanced MQC and MQC‑C 
milk quality control systems 

• Safeguard milk quality 
through careful 
milk treatment

1 Offer cows  
freedom and choice

Provide the cows with a stress‑free 
environment, with peace and quiet, 
that allows them to express their 
natural behaviour.

• Free cow traffic allows 
the cow to follow her 
own rhythm

• More natural behaviour 
makes it easier to detect 
cow signals

• I‑flow and the spacious cow 
box make milking attractive 
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It is well known that, on average, 20% of the 
herd demands 80% of the available labour. 
With this in mind, designing your barn to 
maximise routing, separation and treatment 
is essential to benefit the labour force, and the 
herd. By creating a logical workflow around the 
Astronaut, the milking robot offers you more 
than just milking.

Letting go pays off
In a stress‑free and quiet environment, cows exhibit more 
natural behaviour. This makes it easier to accurately detect 
all kinds of deviations, such as fertility and health issues, 
and hoof problems.

Only necessary work in the herd
The more you stay out of the herd the more relaxed your herd 
will be. Treat your cows in the separation areas. Use the health 
reports, the cow tools and the separation gates to have the 
cows waiting for you in the defined areas.

Routines for robotic milking
It is possible to manage a herd with no more than nine touches 
per cow per lactation. Our workflows, developed for robotic 
milking, will offer you and your employees the necessary tools 
to achieve that as smart as possible. A good barn layout and 
well‑thought‑out routines and disciplines can make a big 
difference to labour efficiency.

Work smarter with 
the proven routine

Milk & detect
Stimulate the natural behaviour 

of your herd by offering a calm 

environment. This also improves 

early detection of cows that 

require attention.

Act

Cow

Free 
Cow Traffic Farmer

 Cow 
touches

SpaceFeedWaterLightAir
Rest

Let go!

Make 
a difference!

Dry offHoof trim 1
CalvingFreshFirst milking

Breed 1Breed 2Pregnancy check

Hoof trim 2
Vaccination

Clean cubicles and beds

Clean water troughs

Fetch cows

Daily routines
Activities
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Built around 
the cow
We have refrained from just automating 
the actions of milking itself and, instead, we 
have built a concept around the cow to make 
sure that cows like to be milked within a 
low‑threshold system. Our truly unique robot 
arm concept, as well as the I‑flow concept for 
easy entrance and exit from the box, are some 
clear examples of this strategy.

Cow‑friendly design
The Lely Astronaut’s I‑Flow system offers a natural way 
of milking, with a cow‑friendly design. Cows can enter the 
Astronaut easily, simply by walking straight ahead. The system 
optimises comfort. Nothing ‘squeezes’ or constricts the cow 
and nothing pushes her. The cow stands comfortably and 
naturally. The cow is treated and handled as she would prefer 
to be treated.

Close to the herd
The open design of the cow box means that the cow 
stays close to the rest of the herd. This improves the milking 
process and, due to a faster walk‑through rate, it increases 
the capacity of the robot. It also means that she may visit 
the robot more frequently – being milked more than twice 
a day. This offers udder and cow health benefits, as well as 
increased milk yield.

Fits all teats
The wide reach of the arm ensures smooth connecting for 
almost all cow breeds or cows with awkwardly‑positioned 
teats. The system calibrates the arm’s position for each cow at 
her first milking very easily. The changing shape of the udder 
during lactation of the cow is no problem for the robot. 

Free Cow Traffic
With Free Cow Traffic, the cow decides when she eats, drinks, lies down 
and is milked. This improves her well being. By taking care of our cows 
and putting extra effort into cow comfort, we are able to extend lifetime 
milk production. Sufficient space in the barn will also give the cow the 
opportunity to display her natural behaviour and improve her overall 
well being.

+4%
Capacity 
with I-flow
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Milking according to stage of lactation
Different lactations and lactation stages require a different 

approach. That’s why every milking is based on the historical 

data of each cow, stored in the T4C management system. In 

this way, the system automatically determines the milking 

interval and calculates the ration to be fed. 

Udder and teat position
To increase the performance of the robot, the udder and 

teat position is stored after each milking. Together with the 

3D camera for accurate cow positioning, the brushes can 

easily find the teats without the need for scanning the udder. 

When cows are milked for the first time, the robot arm must 

be positioned. This is easier than ever before thanks to Easy 

First Milking.

Optimal hygiene
For optimal hygiene and stimulation, brushes clean the 

teats and the underside of the udder. The tactile cleaning 

of the teats with brushes offers the best stimulation for 

the milk‑let‑down response. After each milking the brushes 

are disinfected.

Consistent attaching
Fast, consistent and accurate connecting is more relaxing 

for the cow. That’s why a robot is more suitable for milking 

than a human. A three‑layer laser system delivers the most 

accurate teat‑position information, independent from light or 

background. The slowest quarter to milk out is connected first.

Minimising milk losses
In each teat there is a small amount of low‑quality milk, 

which is removed during pre‑milking. The speed at which the 

cow releases this milk differs, even at quarter level, so the 

Astronaut always separates just 9ml of pre‑milk per quarter. 

This prevents the waste of good, saleable milk.

Healthy milking
To increase udder health, it is important to keep the vacuum 

level at the teat end as stable as possible. The Astronaut is, 

therefore, equipped with two separate vacuum circuits and a 

vacuum buffer in the arm. This ensures a constant vacuum at 

the teat end. 

The art of milking

Milking cows – originally based on the suction 
mechanism of a calf – is a balanced process 
that takes a large number of individual 
characteristics of the cow into account. The 
milking robot has become the perfect tool 
to milk a cow according to her specific – 
individual – needs. Based on more than 25 years’ 
experience and data from many millions of 
cows, the Lely Astronaut has evolved to become 
the most consistent and tailored way of milking.

Measuring close to the udder
 The milk is checked by the in‑line MQC system for flow, colour, 

temperature, lactose level, fat/protein ratio, and conductivity. 

Measuring as close to the udder as possible is key to collecting 

accurate data. 

Monitoring per quarter
To adjust the milking process, ensure quality milk and detect 

deviations, milk is continuously monitored per quarter. The 

pulsation, for example, is per adjusted for each quarter based 

on the milk flow. When the milk flow of a quarter drops below 

a certain level, the teat cup will be removed.

Safe and efficient
If a troubled cow kicks off a teat cup, the milk line is closed 

immediately and the cup will be retracted. The teat cup will 

never hit the floor. The kicked‑off cup will be reconnected 

while the remaining quarters continue to be milked.

Udder care
After cup removal, the teats are sprayed with a care product. 

During pumping, the milk is sampled for somatic cell count by 

the optional MQCC. Before the next cow is milked, the teat 

cups are thoroughly cleaned with water. The optional Pura 

steam cleaning system kills bacteria in the teat cup.

Shortest 
in milk 
time!
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The hybrid arm

Exactly where 
it needs to be!
Milk is the most important source of data 
for tailor‑made milking and to offer you 
information regarding milk quality, cow health 
and udder health. To yield valuable and accurate 
data the in‑line sensors are as close to the 
udder as possible. A top priority of the milking 
process is to safeguard capacity and hygiene 
in all circumstances. 

Cow friendly
The hybrid arm of the Astronaut A5 creates a silent, relaxed 
environment for cows to be milked. It’s quiet operation, decisive 
movements and swift attachment give little reasons for cows 
to be nervous. The arm’s large reach makes it easy to milk 
different sized cows with plenty of room around them. 

Energy friendly
The Astronaut’s arm principle is based on very few movements. 
After one swing under the cow, there’s very little movement 
again until the arm swings out after milking. With the new 
hybrid arm these movement are electrically driven, without the 
use of air, which means a huge gain in energy efficiency.

Swift and reliable
The arm is probably the most important part of the robot. It is 
involved in almost every step of the milking process. It has to do 
its job swiftly and accurately without disturbing the cow and 
should, therefore, be 100% reliable. The arm of the A5 meets the 
highest requirements in terms of reliability.

Large arm reach – fits all cows
The design and shape of the hybrid arm enables the Astronaut 
to milk all kind of teats on all kind of udders on all different 
sizes of cows. The redesigned arm and pivot points ensures an 
optimal upright position of the teat cups for a large area. This 
is key to fast and accurate attachment. 

The perfect balance saves energy
The hybrid technology of the arm saves a lot of energy. 
Because the weight of the arm is transferred to a large 
pneumatic cylinder, the electrical drivers require very little 
power to move the arm. A thought‑through system ensures 
this easy movement for all arm positions.

Safety first
Nervous cows have a very powerful kick. The Astronaut’s arm 
is able to handle this. The energy of a kick is absorbed by a 
hinging system in the arm, which has two gas springs. This 
system gives way for the arm to move, saving the cow and 
sparing all electrical components. The arm will always return 
to the milking position by itself.

That’s why the arm is 
always close to the udder 
during the whole milking 
process. 

Lower 
energy 
usage
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Easily accessible

A quick glimpse while milking
It only takes a quick glimpse to see which 
cow is being milked and what her status 
is. You can see how all quarters are 
performing and where, for example, the 
cow and the milk are going after milking. 
It only takes one touch to control 
functions, such as routing or changing 
milk destination.

The Astronaut A5 is designed to offer easy access to all 
parts. This reduces the time spent on maintenance and 
increases uptime.

The new user‑friendly design of the central unit offers more 
space, reduces service time and makes it easier to position 
containers.

Convenient functions
Servicing your system is one of your 
daily tasks. With the easy‑to‑use service 
screen you have all the necessary 
functions available. Just push one 
button to put the arm into the service 
position and push another button when 
you are finished and ready to start 
milking again.

Easy First Milking
Milking a fresh cow has never been so 
easy. With all functions in one display 
it comes down to positioning the arm 
close to the udder. When it sees the front 
teats, just push the connect button. Use 
the feed button for extra concentrates to 
make her feel at ease, when necessary.

Easy to use
Easy ways to control a milking robot increase your, and your co‑workers’, job 
satisfaction and unlocks the potential of the system, even with minimal experience. 
With a friendly design of the intuitive user interface, you will find it remarkably easy 
to find your way around functions, settings, information, and reports. Close contact 
with users and listening to their experiences defined the success of the control panel 
and the T4C management system.

9.1 Average user 
friendliness 
score
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In three steps to cow level

Lely T4C: designed for you

When you have a good overview of your herd 
and your cows are healthy and everything 
is running well, you will have peace of mind. 
This is exactly what the Lely T4C management 
system is about. It shows you, wherever you are, 
how your farm is running. It will separate the 
cows that need your attention and offer you 
clear reports and tasks. It helps to structure 
work and offers you, in three clicks, information 
from a full herd insight to a cow that needs 
your attention. T4C really puts you in the 
driving seat.

T4C: designed for automation
This management system is unique in its set up because it 
originates from automatic milking. It’s designed to combine 
data from different equipment and provide you with useful 
information. It allows you to control connected equipment and 
adjust settings. T4C is also able to connect and exchange data 
with other systems, which makes life easier.

Whole‑farm approach
The reports on feed are probably the best example of the 
strength of the T4C system. Data from the Vector feeding 
system is combined with the information from the Astronaut 
and smart tags. The outcome is provided in clear KPIs about 
feed efficiency and feed intake, which helps you to make 
accurate decisions about feed rations.

Focus on cows that 
need attention, 
originates from 
automatic milking.

Check your dashboard If needed, find every detail 
about the cow at the cow card

Go to the report to find out 
more about the exceptions you 
need to manage
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Your dashboard
Each farmer has a different approach to managing their business. 
By choosing your most relevant Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), 
you build your own dash board. The clear display of the KPIs 
enables you to see quickly that everything is running well or if 
action is needed. 

Health report
This is probably the most valued tool in T4C. This advanced report 
is very accurate and shows only cows that need attention. The 
health report analyses and combines data from all sensors and 
gives a health score, based upon six different parameters. 

Ready for treatment
Have the cows you have to treat waiting for you at the right 
moment. There are many ways that T4C can support you here 
With automatic routing you can connect tasks and reports to the 
different separation areas. Cows are guided automatically, after 
milking, to the selected area. 

Set grazing times
Determine when your cows can go out, depending on milking 
times. T4C offers easy‑to‑alter settings to execute your grazing 
strategy with the use of the Grazeway selection gate.

Control all equipment
T4C is the interface between you, your cows and all connected
equipment in the barn. 

Connect all equipment
Automation offers many opportunities when you combine data 
generated from all the different systems on your farm. Think 
about the data exchange between the Lely Vector feeding system 
and the Astronaut. Finally you get the direct effect of the ration 
fed to your cows. Even connecting to external databases is possible. 

Close watch after calving
Cows that have just calved need very close attention to ensure 
the best start to their lactation In combination with the right Lely 
Qwes tag, T4C notices deviations quickly and sends you a ‘distress 
alert‑push notification’ so you can take immediate action.

Increase robot performance
See where you can optimise the robot performance with a good 
overview of robot KPIs. It will help you to look for possibilities to 
analyse and optimise the milking process, such as box time, free 
time, and milking speed.

T4C tools that make 
life easier

From strategy to practice
You should spend most of your time on the cows that need your attention. 
That’s why farm management is not restricted to an office. Lely T4C provides 
two interfaces to do strategic work and practical work. The T4C office version 
offers the comfort of a perfect overview on a big screen for analysis, settings 
and making strategic decisions. The mobileT4C InHerd version presents you 

with a quick overview of all your need‑to‑know data and provides you with 
the tools that you need to check, act and improve. Anywhere, anytime.

Our sensors 
generate data, 
T4C offers insights
The system, with its sensor technology, looks, listens, 
smells and tastes very accurately and is able to 
handle much more data than humans ever could. The 
analysed data is offered to you as valuable information, 
highlighting the cows that really need your attention. This 
enables you to work efficiently without disturbing the 
herd. It results in a higher milk yield per hour of labour.

- Overview

- Daily tasks

-  M
anagement  

choices

- M
ilk data

- Robot perfo
rmance

- Routing

Routing, ro
bot 

perfo
rmance, 

analysis and settings

automatic settings

attention cows

- Rumination

- Activity

- Location
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Build your own Astronaut
You know what is best for your farm. Combine 
this knowledge with our experience in automatic 
milking. Make your choice and build your own 
Lely Astronaut that’s specific to achieving 
your goals.

Let us help you with innovative solutions to fulfill your 
desired future or today’s demands. That’s why your goals 
are ours – we want to support you in finding the best 
value‑added solutions. The long‑term relationship with our 
farmers is based on trust. We are eager to know what drives 
our customers and what you consider to be most important. 
Only then are we able to present you with custom‑made 
solutions, solely designed for your farm. Bright farming is 
yours by choice.

Where do you see 
opportunities?

Do you want to offer cows the ideal ration?

Feeding choice

Do you want to graze cows?

Grazing choice

Do you care for cows’ feet and legs?

Hoof health choice

Are you on top of cow health?

Cow health choice
Do you care for cows’ udders?

Udder choice

Add precision to cow reproduction

Do you want to know the ideal timing for AI?

Repro choice
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Focus on feed 
efficiency
Feeding choice  
Feed is one of the main costs on a dairy farm. 
So it is important to feed each cow to her actual 
needs to optimise feed efficiency. Feed choice 
offers the possibility of feeding more advanced 
rations, even in combination with liquid feed.

Main benefits of feeding choice:
• Feed to the cows’ needs
• Improved feed efficiency
• Healthier cows
• Reduce feed costs
• Less labour required for feeding and checking 

Feeding choice includes:
• Dynamic feeding software 
• Second feed dispenser 
• Titania liquid feed dispenser
• Feed presence sensor

In control of 
udder health
Udder control choice  
Good‑quality milk comes from a healthy 
udder. Get clear insights into udder health and 
understand when to take action. Have bacteria 
eliminated and cross‑contamination avoided 
before each milking. Get a grip on your udder 
health. Improve it and reduce your costs.

Main benefits of udder control choice:
• Better udder health 
• Improved milk quality
• More efficient milk production
• Reduced treatment costs

Udder control choice includes:
• MQC‑C somatic cell count and temperature check 

per quarter 
• Lely Pura steam cleaning after each milking

Add precision to 
reproduction
Repro choice  
To be in control of your farm, you rely on 
herd reproduction. Get an extra set of eyes to 
help get your cows back in calf. Add accuracy 
to reproduction and you will be able to see 
the cows in heat and inseminate them at 
the optimal moment. This will boost your 
conception rate and save time.

Main benefits of repro choice:
• Higher conception rate
• More successful inseminations
• Cost savings on labour and semen
• Reduced calving interval

Repro choice includes:
• Long distance tags
• Gravitor weighing floor
• Separation gate
• T4C Reproduction module
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Know  
your cows
Cow health choice  
This takes care of your most valuable asset: 
your cows. Healthy cows save on costs and time, 
and drive milk production. Get more control 
over cow health and make the right decisions 
with advanced sensors and easy‑to‑use 
information. This will help to secure 
your revenues.

Main benefits of cow health choice:
• More efficient routines
• Increased cow health and milk production
• Reduced vet costs
• Reduced workload

Cow health choice includes:
• Long‑distance rumination monitoring system
• Collars and weights
• Fat, protein, and lactose measurement and analysis

Improve  
hoof health
Hoof health choice  
Good hoof health is important to the well‑being 
of cows and dairy businesses. In order to be 
able to move freely, the cow must have healthy 
hooves. With healthy hooves she can do as she 
pleases in the barn or in the field: rest, feed, drink 
or visit the milking robot. With the Lely Meteor 
hoof‑health approach, hoof health improves in a 
sustainable, animal‑friendly and safe manner.

Main benefits of hoof health choice:
• Improved cow mobility
• Reduced vet costs
• No extra robot time
• Increased cow health and milk production

Hoof health choice includes:
• Lely Meteor automatic sprayer
• Lely Meteor mobile sprayer
• Farm Management Support advice
• Lely Consumables care products

Support your 
grazing strategy
Grazing choice  
Grazing is the most natural way to feed cows. 
Grazing has a positive impact on cow health 
and welfare. Have healthy, happy cows out in 
the field while still having full control of your 
herd’s milk production. Grazing is increasingly 
becoming a social expectation, as society 
expects to see cows in the field.

Main benefits of grazing health choice:
• No need to collect cows
• No time wasted by waiting in the collecting area
• More time for cows to eat, rest, and be milked

Grazing choice includes:
• Grazeway ISO selection box*
• Grazeway R return box for ISO recognition
• Farm Management Support advice
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The Lely Center

Your partner for today 
and tomorrow
The Lely Center in your area is your local partner in dairy and feeding automation. Over many 
years, Lely has built a comprehensive network of specialists, who combine their experience in dairy 
automation with local knowledge. Their main goal is to help you receive all the benefits that your 
Lely equipment has to offer.

Tailored service and support 
Each Lely Center offers service and support according to the 
specific ambitions and business requirements of its customers. 
Lely Life Cycle Services offer tailored delivery and fulfillment 
of these requirements. For our customers this means 
having peace of mind because continuity is ensured. They 
can enjoy optimised equipment performance and their costs 
are transparent.

Beyond the lifetime of equipment
Lely Life Cycle Services is a total solutions concept of products 
and services addressing the needs of farmers during and 
beyond the lifetime of equipment. To live up to this promise, 
the concept consists of various service products that are 
either sold individually or – preferably – as a combination of 
services modules.

Technical Service Support 24/7 – support for 
the greatest peace of mind
Through their specialised training and experience in the 
field, Lely’s certified technicians speak the sector’s language. 
All technicians work in their own region and have a good 
understanding of the farm history, details of the farm and 
the equipment in use. They can, therefore, also make the right 
decisions and resolve any possible issues quickly. 

Farm Management Support – to optimise your 
farm, at your choice
Farm Management Support has a key objective: optimising 
the Lely barn concept at your farm, at your choice. You receive 
guidance prior, during and after the installation of your new 
equipment. Once up and running, we help you to optimise the 
management of your farm. 

In the Lely service agreement, four levels of Farm Management 
Support are included. From re‑active online to pro‑active 
and intensive on‑farm coaching. During the first year of use, 
service level 3 is standard for each farmer. After the first year 
you can select another level of service agreement to suit your 
farm needs.

Lely Consumables for daily needs that support 
a smooth and profitable operation 
Lely offers a wide range of first‑class consumable products 
and wear parts, specifically designed for the Lely Astronaut. In 
combination with our technical service and farm management 
support, they will ensure a smooth and profitable operation 
on the farm by increasing animal welfare, milk quality and 
improving the lifetime of your Lely equipment.

We offer four levels of distinctive technical 
service coverage:
1. Preventive maintenance
2. Repair and preventative maintenance
3. Full coverage
4. Enhanced coverage
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Your Farm Management Advisor will, together with you, follow 
the pre‑defined steps and actions before, during and after the 
actual start‑up over a period of six months. During this period, 
six contact moments are defined to discuss a variety of topics 
from (daily) routines, the T4C management program, InHerd, 
preparing cows to Free Cow Traffic and feeding. After each 
contact visit, a digital report with corresponding knowledge 
cards is shared. This enables you to go through the action 
points and knowledge at your own pace.

Management
We start with the introduction of Farm Management Support. 
What can we expect from each other in the coming six months. 
We talk about your personal and farm targets. We cover topics 
including cow health, feeding and (daily) routines on your farm 
and introduce you to Free Cow Traffic, PMR feeding, and the 
daily routines in combination with automatic milking.

T4C and Preparation
We show how to prepare your cows, including attaching collars 
and shaving udders and tails. We introduce the structure of 
the T4C Management program. For example: how to enter data 
including responder numbers, medications, and cows to calve. 
We also go through the startup day and discuss what needs to 
be prepared, in chronological order.

Final check
The startup day and time are set. We check, together, if all 
preparations have been done and any further questions can be 
asked and answered. We are ready for startup.

Day of startup
Together we do a final check, go through the milking robot 
routines, group the cows, and start milking.

Free Cow Traffic
Shortly after startup the cows become used to the Astronaut. 
Together we fine‑tune the T4C management program, 
introduce Free Cow Traffic, and explain the milk sampling 
process. Again, any further questions can be answered.

Progression and satisfaction
By means of a farm walk and a check on T4C, we discuss the 
current status. We go through your (daily) routines, milk 
sampling results, and all available tools. We ask: are you 
satisfied, did we reach our goals, and are there any questions 
left? As the startup period ends, we begin the next step. On an 
organisational level, we seek contact to work together on the 
optimisation of your farm, with a service level of your choice.

Based on 25 years of field experience, Farm Management Support developed guidelines and 
protocols to create a steady but solid learning curve with the right information at the right time. 
By doing so all relevant topics are discussed and training is offered, at your convenience, resulting 
in a low stress and smooth transition into automatic milking.

Lely startup support 

The right steps at the right time
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The Lely Astronaut robotic milking system is designed with a dedicated focus on optimum 
well‑being for both you and your herd. With this in mind, we have complemented 

our milking robot with a range of exceptionally useful accessories.
Lely Astronaut 
accessories

Lely Grazeway selection box

This selection box suits your 

grazing strategy and only allows 

cows to enter the pasture when 

they are allowed to.

Lely Pura  
steam cleaning system

This system kills bacteria in 

the teat cups without the use of 

detergents.

Lely Shuttle  

sampling device

The shuttle takes a sample of each 

milking automatically during the 

period of milk recording.

Lely MQC‑C milk quality control 

systemThis system measures the somatic 

cell count per quarter, giving direct 

insight into udder health status.

Twin filter flexible filter change

The twin filter automatically 

switches from one filter to the 

other after each main cleaning. 

Lely M4Use separation unit

This unit collects and separates 

milk. T4C helps you to collect the 

separated milk. 

Lely Nautilus milk tank

This tank safeguards the 

quality of your milk and 

offers excellent hygiene.

Buffertank

This milk tank makes sure that 

milking can continue without any 

capacity loss during cleaning. 

Compact cooler

Due to this special construction, 

there is no risk of contaminating 

milk with cooling water.

Lely Cow Locator

This system shows the position of 

each individual cow in T4C InHerd. Lely Qwes tags

Provides herd insight 24/7. 

They are available with different 

functions. 

Lely T4C InHerd

A combination of tools for your 

mobile device that help you to 

check, act and improve.

Lely Titania  

liquid feed dispenser

Avoid the problem of ketosis 

with this metering unit.

Lely Meteor

Optimise hoof health through 

this corrective and preventive 

approach.

Weighing floor

An easy tool to monitor the 

cow's health, offering the 

possibility to react instantly 

to potential problems.

Feed Presence Sensor

This sensor ensures the constant 

availability of feed by monitoring 

the supply.
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Explore the possibilities  
with the new milestone in milking

Start exploring with your local milking experts

Only you know what you’d like your ‘possibilities’ to be. Let them drive you to open your mind to the solutions that are 
out there. Stepping back and considering the future can be the first step towards a more fulfilled life. What would you 
do if you could free up time? Focus on being a better farmer, a better partner – or both? Your local Lely Center invites 
you to explore your possibilities. Find your local Lely Center at www.lely.com.

“We now get a huge amount of data from 

the robots, which means we are more able to 

prevent illnesses and improve animal health.”
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Lely, Astronaut, Astri, Atlantis, C4C, Calm, Caltive, Capsule, Commodus, Compedes, Cosmix, Dairywise, Discovery, 
F4C, Gravitor, Grazeway, Hubble, I-flow, InHerd, Juno, L4C, Lely Center, Lelywash, Luna, Nautilus, Orbiter, Quaress, 
Qwes, Shuttle, T4C, Vector, Viseo, Voyager and Walkway are registered trademarks of the Lely Group.

Lely reserves all rights with respect to its trademarks. Any unauthorised use of any Lely-owned trademark or any 
use of a trademark that is confusingly similar to, or likely to cause confusion with a Lely-owned trademark, would 
constitute infringement of Lely’s exclusive rights. All rights reserved.
The information given in this publication is provided for information purposes only and does not constitute an 
offer for sale. Certain products may not be available in individual countries and products supplied may differ from 
those illustrated. No part of this publication may be copied or published by means of printing, photocopying, 
microfilm or any other process whatsoever without prior permission, in writing, from Lely Holding S.à r.l. Although 
the contents of this publication have been compiled with the greatest possible care, Lely cannot accept liability 
for any damage that might arise from errors or omissions in this publication.

www.lely.com
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